ALL SET FOR A Get-together

Breathe there a man (or a lady, either) with soul so dead that he can look at the laughing bubbles of a tall drink made with Canada Dry and not catch some of the laughter? Or see the sparkle in its depths and not feel gayer?

The very first sip of such a drink seems to make one feel at home with all the world.

Certainly, there must be magic in Canada Dry. It doesn’t merely mix...it blends!

It gets together with almost everything one uses nowadays to make a long, tall drink.

Perhaps it’s because of the tang and zest of the pure Jamaica ginger we use...or again because the flavor has never been successfully copied. Perhaps it’s because of the great purity. But the fact remains that a long, tall drink can never really be a long, tall drink unless it’s made with The Champagne of Ginger Ales. It just won’t taste the same!

And you’d have a long search to find a beverage that’s so good all by itself! That’s so quick to chase away your weariness and thirst!

C A N A D A D R Y

The Champagne of Ginger Ales